In this work, we compute analitycally the Kirchhoff index and effective resistances of a weighted non-complete wheel that has been obtained by adding a vertex to a weighted cycle and some edges conveniently chosen. To this purpose we use the group inverse of the combinatorial Laplacian.
Introduction and notation
The invertibility of nonsingular tridiagonal or block tridiagonal matrices has been studied in recent years; see [8] for a review on the subject. Explicit inverses are known in few cases, for instance when the tridiagonal matrix is symmetric with constant diagonals and subject to some restrictions. The techniques used in the mentioned results are mainly based on the theory of orthogonal polynomials. Kirchhoff indexes and effective resistances of networks are very valuable parameters of networks, describing several properties, and therefore have many applications in Electrical networks, Chemistry, etc. (see for instance [2] , [6] , [9] ).
A non-complete wheel is a wheel where the central vertex is connected to a few vertices of the cycle. Many applications of them can be found in Computer Science, as the central vertex is called a hub (see [1] ). A non-complete wheel can be seen as a cycle with an added vertex and some new edges and hence, the result of [5] can be applied. In this work, we use the formula for the group inverse to give analytically the effective resistances and the Kirchhoff Index of a non-complete wheel in terms of Chebyshev polynomials.
In the following, the triple Γ = (V, E, c) denotes a finite network, that is, a finite graph without loops nor multiple edges, with vertex set V = {1, . . . , n} and edge set E, where each edge e ij = {i, j} has associated a conductance c ij > 0. The standard inner product on R n is denoted by ·, · , thus, if u,
. . , n we denote by e i the i-th vector of the standard basis of R n , by j the all-ones vector of dimension n and by J the all-ones matrix. Moreover T n (q), U n (q) and V n (q) denote respectively the n-th Chebyshev polynomials of first, second and third kind, that is, the Chebyshev polynomials satisfying
The combinatorial Laplacian or simply the Laplacian of the network Γ is the matrix L = (L ij ), where L ii = n k=1 c ik , and L ij = −c ij when i = j. It is well-known that the Laplacian is singular, symmetric and positive semidefinite. Moreover Lu = 0 iff u is proportional to vector j. The group inverse of the Laplacian, L # , is known as the Green matrix of the network, G. For every pair of vertices {i, j} we define the dipole between them as the vector π ij = e i − e j . Observe that π ii = 0 and π ij = π ji . The effective resistance between two vertices {i, j} of a network Γ, is defined as
and the total resistance of the network or Kirchhoff index (see [2] ) is
For m > 1, d ≥ 1, consider a cycle C n on n = md vertices with constant conductances c = c(i, i + 1) > 0 for any i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We define the non-complete wheel (n, m)-W , as the network obtained from C n by adding a new vertex n + 1 to m of the vertices of the cycle placed at the same distance, d, with new conductances a = c(n + 1, 1 + d(i − 1)), for any i = 1, . . . , m.
Effective resistances and Kirchhoff index of non-complete wheels
In the following section we first give an explicit expression for the effective resistances and Kirchhoff index of the non-complete wheel network (n, m)-W , L , in terms of the Laplacian of the base cycle, L.
where D is a diagonal matrix whose non null elements, a, are placed at the
e 1+d(i−1) and α = ma.
where
and where L 11 is the block Toeplitz matrix
The proof of this result can be found in [7] . Once computed the group inverse, the effective resistances between two vertices and the Kirchhoff index of the new network are easily obtained.
Proposition 2.2
Given two vertices of Γ , the effective resistances of the network between them are:
with q = ad 2c + 1. Moreover, the Kirchoff index of Γ is
Finally, observe that if we consider the case where d = 1, n = m, we obtain a Wheel, and in thus the obtained Kirchhoff index coincides with the result of [2] . n + 1 T n (q) − 1 an 6c − n + 1 U n−1 (q) + 2c a + n 3 (V n−1 (q) − 1) + 1 a + n(n + 1) 6c .
